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the film-making career of kannanthanam started in 1983 with the project thavalam. this movie hit the box office in 1984. since his debut, he marked his name with 16 more big hits. in which, there is some blockbuster such asvazhiyorakazhchakal, indrajaalam,nadodi,chukkan,manthrikam andonnaman. his career got remarkable milestone in the 1980s
withthe galangal and in the 1990s with indrajaalam. during his great film-making career,thampi kannanthanam has cooperated with many bollywood stars such assuresh gopi, mammootty, jayaram. besides the main roles of s director,thampi kannanthanam also played some characters in some blockbusters. namely,itha oru

theeram(1980),attimari(1981),madrasile mon(1982),thudarkatha(1991). mojo's live and on-demand mobile apps, featuring new features that make viewing and sharing easy and convenient, have been downloaded more than 19 million times and users have posted more than 1.5 billion reviews and photos. every week, mojo offers more than 5,000 unique
local, national and international tv programs in eight different languages. today's top television programs are also available to stream or download to watch at any time and on any device, including tablets and smartphones, and through services like amazon, apple, google, microsoft and roku, or on sling tv. users can even subscribe to unlimited streaming
of their favorite shows. mojo tv's new local tv listings app, living, lets viewers discover and watch live tv shows and movies in their area. it also provides access to popular tv shows and movies from channels including abc, cbs, fox, pbs, tbs, tnt, disney, history, lifetime, lifetime movies, discovery, national geographic, travel channel, food network, hgtv, diy

network, syfy, spike tv, natgeo wild and animal planet. the app is available for free for android and ios smartphones and tablets.
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in ' alaipan ' (1993), i played a child who could speak like any grown-up. i won a national film award for best child artist for this role. but if you're a kid, you know it's not something you have to worry about. if you have it, you will remain a kid forever. so, i learnt acting from my mistakes. i enjoyed working as a child artist. the same role in '
ayutha ezhuthu ' (1993) was a different story, says reny. there is a buzz that there is a special message for thaman in this film. the film is directed by b. unnikrishnan who previously directed mohanlal's mounam koyil. it is to be produced by kumbalangi shankar. b. unnikrishnan is ready to reunite after more than 40 years. he took up the

directorial of mohanlal's upcoming project after the latter was impressed with him as a writer. this will be unnikrishnan's first attempt as a director and he hopes to make a good impression on mohanlal and the producer. the makers of director thampi kannanthanam's upcoming project, aaraattu, are very excited to unveil the heroines of the
project. but, the negotiations were not smooth as none of the leading ladies want to give way to the hero's favourite, mohanlal. veteran actor thampi kannanthanam passed away in kochi yesterday. he was 90 years old. kannanthanam had a brief stint in film industry, but he made his mark with his comedic roles. he was also known for his

stunts in malayalam movies. kannanthanam's family is justifiably proud of their son's success. they are planning to celebrate his birth anniversary at the pull manju area of kochi on october 27. director sibi malayil will be sharing his birthday with kannanthanam. 5ec8ef588b
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